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Leitz Cosy Desk Mat desk pad Yellow

Brand : Leitz Product code: 52680019

Product name : Cosy Desk Mat

Cosy Desk Mat

Leitz Cosy Desk Mat desk pad Yellow:

Make yourself at home wherever your working day takes you with the Cosy Range from Leitz. With it's
minimalist design and inviting matt finish colours, you can add style and colour to your workspace. The
Cosy Desk Mat will protect your desk from damage caused by daily use, such as spills, scratches and
dents, keeping it clean and mark free. This multifunctional desk pad will not only protect your desk but
the smooth, matt surface allows it to also be used as a full desk mouse pad. Compatible with all laser
and optical mouse tracking, the Leitz Cosy desk protector mat will keep you feeling relaxed and
productive all day.
Leitz Cosy Desk Mat. Product colour: Yellow. Width: 400 mm, Depth: 800 mm, Height: 2 mm. Quantity
per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Product colour * Yellow
Easy to clean

Weight & dimensions

Width 400 mm

Weight & dimensions

Depth 800 mm
Height 2 mm
Weight 500 g

Packaging content

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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